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1 ΙntΙΌductίοn

Visualization is a part of ουΓ everyday life, from weather maps to the eχciting 3Ο

graphics of the entertainment industry. Informally, visualization is the

transformation of data ΟΓ information into pictures. Scientific visualization is the

formal name given to the field of computer science that encompasses user interface,

data representation and processing algorithms, visual representations, and other

sensory presentationsI such as sound and touch. The data are dimensioned in three

ΟΓ greater dimensions.

Because of the advances in computer graphics and the fact that 3Ο standards for the

Web emerged, several web applications use 3Ο visualization. The 3Ο concept for the

Web has been around for some time, and it was created with the purpose of

enhancing the web eχperience in many ways. With 3Ο on the web, the web

eχperience becomes richer and more visually appealingI in areas that go from

financeI to science, education, e-commerce and to entertainment (e.g. the 3Ο virtual

world of Second Life)I among others.

Although, untiI recentlYI providing 3Ο contents in a web page was not an easy task,

nowadays, the Web3D concept is about becoming a reality due to faster

connections, better computers, and more advanced browsers. The Web3D concept

is used to describe the technologiesI protocols, languages, and the file formats

supported by the World Wide Web (WWW) that allow to develop 3Ο graphics

applications for the Web. Virtual Reality Markup Language (VRML) was the first

language and standard developed for Web3D. This standardI although still in use,

was later replaced by eXtensible 3Ο (X3D), an eXtensible Markup Language (XML)

based technology.

These Web3D technologies have failed to revolutionize the way of providing rich 3Ο

web environments due to a variety of reasons. The main reason for this failure is

their dependence on browser plug-ins ΟΓ add-ons to display and interact with 3Ο

environments directly on browser. While plug-ins and adds-ons do no cost and are

easy to install many web users, when faced with the obligation to install them l0se

their willingness to try the 3Ο eχperience ΟΓ simply do not want to waste their time

on that installation. The solution came from the Χ3ΟΟΜ framework. This framework

was developed having in mind the web content and allows the development of 3Ο

content within the browser, but without the obligation to install any kind of plug-ins

ΟΓ add-ons. For that it uses the HyperTeχt Markup Language (ΗΤΜL) 5 canvas

element drawing and rendering functions, together with 3Ο graphics algorithms

encoded in JavaScript.



The aim of this thesis is the design and implementation of a Web 3Ο application for

indoor navigation in the, currently under-construction, building of Electrical and

Computer Engineering Department [1] of University of Thessaly. The Autodesk 3ds

Max computer graphics program was used in the modeling of the building while a

variety of web techn%gies such as HTMLS, (55 and Java5cript, coupled with

Χ3ΟΟΜ interactive technology, in its web representation.

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 briefly describes the evolution of Computer Graphics and gives an

overview of the most common technologies for 3Ο graphics in web applications

focusing on the Χ3ΟΟΜ framework.

Chapter 3 presents the main features of Autodesk 3ds Max, the 3Ο 50ftware used in

the thesis, and briefly discusses other related software.

Chapter 4 discusses key implementation aspects describing the design of both the 3Ο

model and the respective web application.

Chapter 5 describes how the user interacts with the application.

Finally, chapter 7 concludes the thesis and indicates some directions for future work.



2 Computer Graphics and 3D ση the Web

2.1 Basic terms

At this point, it is worth to specify the definition of some basic notions.

Web application is a software program that runs οπ a web server and is accessed

through a web browser. The data the user enters into a web appIication is processed

and saved remotely and this allows accessing the same data from muItipIe devices.

Since they Γυπ inside web browsers, deveIopers do not need to develop web

applications for multipIe pIatforms. Computers graphics is the process of creating

images using a computer. This includes 2Ο paint and draw techniques as well as

more sophisticated 3Ο drawing (or rendering) techniques.

Visua/ization is the process of eχploring, transforming, and manipuIating data to gain

insight and understand.

2.2 Brief History of Computel" Graphics

In the middIe of 19th century (1963) Ivan Sutherland, a student at ΜΙΤ, developed

Sketchpad, a program for the ΤΧ-2 computer, which is considered the ancestor of

computer-aided design (CAD) programs and a major breakthrough to computer

graphics in general. The ΤΧ-2 integrated a number of innovative man-machine

interfaces including the light pen, a recent/y invented input device. Using the Iight

pen, Sketchpad allowed the user to draw simple shapes on the computer screen,

save them and recall them iater.

Around the same period, ίπ 1961, Steve Russell, another student at ΜΙΤ, created one

of the earliest digital computer games, Spacewar. Written for the DEC PDP-1, it was

an instant success and even DEC used for factory and field testing as it was proved a

good diagnostic tool for both DEC used it as a diagnostic program for both the PDP-1

and its display.



(a)
Figure 1: The beginning of computer graphics: (a)5utherland's 5ketchpad (1963) (b) Russel's Spacewar (1962)

It was not long before major corporations started taking an interest ίπ computer

graphics. TRW, Lockheed-Georgia, General Electric and Sperry Rand are among the

many companies that were getting started ίπ computer graphics by the mid-1960s.

ΙΒΜ was quick to respond to this interest by releasing the ΙΒΜ 2250 graphics

terminal, the first commercially aνailable graphics computer.

Ιπ 1966, at ΜΙΤ, Sutherland inνented the first computer controlled head-mounted

display (HMD), which displayed two separate wireframe images, one for each eye

allowing the user to see the computer scene ίπ stereoscopic 3D. While being a

professor at the Uniνersity of Utah he perfected his ΗΜΟ and contributed ίπ making

the institute the center of computer graphic5 research of the time.

Some of the distinguished scientists from Utah Uniνersity are John Warnock, the

creator of Portable Document Format (PDF), Jim C1ark, the creator of the 3Ο

framework of OpenGL and Jim Βlίππ, the creator of graphics for NASA's Voyager

project. Another scientist, Edwin Catmull, haνing the belief that computers are a

perfect tool for moνie creating, produced the first animated hand and, later, became

manager of Disney Animation Studios. Among his main contributions are the

discoνery of texture mapping and bicubic patches along with many graphics-related

algorithms.



(a) (b)
Figure 2: The early breakthroughs of graphics: (α) Jim Blinn's graphics for NASA's Voyager project (b) Edwin
Catmul's animated hand (1972)

In the early 1980s, science graphics started booming, firstly because of the movie

requirements in Hollywood and secondly because of the growing computing power

of new PCS in conjunction with their low price. This way, at the decade of 80's,

several new techniques and innovations were applied, such anti-aliasing and ray

tracing. At the end of the 80's and beginning of the 90's, in France, was created the

first computer graphics TV series: "La Vie des betes".

3Ο graphics became more popular in the 1990s not only in animation but also

in gaming and multimedia. The first big-budget CGI (Computer Graphics Interface)

effects movie was Jurassic Park, developed in 1993, while in 1995 the first full-Iength

computer-generated animation film, ΤΟΥ Story, which was created. Α year later, the

first fully 3Ο game titled Quake was released. Since then, computers have adopted

common frameworks for graphics processing such as DirectX and OpenGL making

computer graphics more detailed and realistic.

(b)
Figure 3: Graphics ίη entertainment: (α) Jurassic Park fίlm (b) Quake video game



In 2000s, CGI was adapted for television advertisements becoming familiar to a

massive audience and gradually began to be more realistic in films and video

games due to powerful graphics hardware and 3Ο modeling software, with typical

examples the FinaI Fantasy game and the animated film The Polar Express. ΒΥ the

early half of the 2010s, 3Ο rendering capabilities became a standard feature on even

inexpensive hardware and CGI became nearly ubiquitous in video. Pre-rendered

graphics have been nearIy photorealistic, and real-time graphics simulate

photorealism to the untrained eye on a suitably high-end system. It is notable that

shaders are maturing considerabIy and there is an increasing necessity for advanced

work in the field, providing considerable complexity in manipulating pixels, vertices,

textures on a per-element basis and countless possible effects. In recent years,

experiments concerning the processing power required to provide graphics at ultra

high-resolution modes, like Ultra ΗΟ, have begun.

2.3 Web Technologies

Markup languages are very common in web technologies, with the HyperText

Markup Language (ΗΤΜL) being the markup language being used on web pages.

Other popular markup languages are ΧΜL, which offers a common format for the

exchange of data between different applications, and ΧΗΤΜL, a variant of ΗΤΜL

which is based on ΧΜι. In general, markup languages give the abiIity to annotate a

document in a way that is syntactically distinguishable from the text by defining the

syntax where some passages of the text are surrounded by elements called tags.

These tags tell the application that reads the document how to interpret the data

between the start and end tags. This way a markup language is a type of declarative

language, i.e. it only carries data and does not describe how to compute vaIues like

the regular programming languages do.

In the case of ΗΤΜL, the start tags are enclosed within "<" and ">" while the end

tags within "<j" and ι/>'Ό Element is considered everything that is placed between a

start and an end tag, including the tags. An element may contain other eiements

and/or may have attributes that define additional properties of that element.

The special <script> tag allows scripts to be included in an ΗΤΜL document. These

scripts can traverse the document and manipulate it through a cross-platform,

language-independent interface called Document Object Model (ΟΟΜ) [2]. While the

ΗΤΜL standard does not define a specific scripting language, Java5cript is the most

widely used as it is highly portable and supported by the majority of the web

browsers. The main difference between a web page and web application is that the



later is not static and through the use of scripting can act Iike a normal desktop

application.

Attribute:
~ hrefN

Listing 2.1: The ΗΤΜΙ DOM Tree of Objects (When a page page is loaded, the browser creates a Document
Object Model of the page)

Finally, an easy way for describing the iook and formatting, i.e. the layout, of an

ΗΤΜΙ documents is offered by the Cascading Sty/e Sheets (C55) language. ΒΥ using it,

the document's content is separated from its presentation providing more flexibility

in the specification of the presentation characteristics.

An example of how a document written for web browser can look is shown in /isting

2.2. This specific example shows a web page written in ΗΤΜΙ with Java5cript and its

output on screen:

<!OOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>

<hl>My First Page</hl>

<ρ icJ="derno"></p>

<script>
document , getElementByld ("c:lεo::~<I') , innerHTML = ":-;ε:~.::: ('Yc: ..:: cl: " ;
</script>

</body>
</html>



l\.ιIΥ FirstPage

Hel10 \\:''οr}(11

Listing 2.2: EKample of markup languages - JS ΗΤΜΙ DOM (JavaScript ΗΤΜΙ DOM) and its output οπ screen

Ιπ the subsections that follow the basic features of the web technologies used ίπ this

thesis are presented.

2.3.1 ΗΤΜΙ5

ΗΤΜL5 is the core technology markup language of the Internet used for structuring

and presenting content for the World Wide Web. It is the fifth revision of

the ΗΤΜL standard and is a candidate recommendation of the World Wide Web

Consortium (W3C) [3]. Its core aims have been to improve the language with support

for the latest multimedia while keeping it easily readable by humans and consistently

understood by computers and devices (web browsers, parsers, etc.).

ΗΤΜL5 is an attempt to define a single markup language that can be written in either

ΗΤΜL ΟΓ ΧΗΤΜL syntax. It includes detailed processing models to encourage more

interoperable implementations. It extends, improves and rationalizes the markup

available for documents, and introduces markup and application programming

interfaces (APls) for complex web applications. ΗΤΜL5 is also a potential candidate

for cross-platform mobile applications. Many features of ΗΤΜL5 have been built

with the consideration of being able to Γυπ οπ low-powered devices such as smart

phones and tablets.

Ιπ particular, ΗΤΜL5 adds many new syntactic features. These include the new

<video>, <audio> and <canvas> e/ements, as well as the integration of scalable

vector graphics (SVG) content (replacing generic <object> tags), and MathML for

mathematical formulas. These features are designed to make it easy to include and

handle multimedia and graphical content οπ the web without having to resort to

proprietary plugins and applications. Other new elements, such as <section>,

<artic/e>, <header> and <nav>, are designed to enrich the semantic content of

documents. New attributes have been introduced for the same purpose, while some

elements and attributes have been removed. Some elements, such as <α>,

<cite> and <menu> have been changed, redefined ΟΓ standardized. The applications

and Document Object Model (ΟΟΜ) are no longer afterthoughts, but are

fundamental parts of the ΗΤΜL5 specification. ΗΤΜL5 also defines ίπ some detail the



required processing for invalid documents so that syntax errors will be treated

uniformly by all conforming browsers and other user agents.

2.3.2 J;:tνaSαίΡt

JavaScript is a dynamic computer programming language. It is most commonly used

as part of web browsers, whose implementations allow client-side scripts to interact

with the user, control the browser, communicate asynchronously, and alter the

document content that is displayed. It is also being used in server-side network

programming, game development and the creation of desktop and mobile

applications.

JavaScript is classified as a prototype-based scripting language with dynamic typing

and has first-class functions. This mix of features makes it a multi

paradigm language, supporting object-oriented, imperative, and functional

programming styles. Its syntax is actuallγ derived from C, while the semantics and

design are influenced by Self and Scheme programming languages.

The application of JavaScript in use outside of web pages is also significant, for

example, in PDF documents, site-specific browser, and desktop widgets. Newer and

faster JavaScript VMs and platforms built upon them have also increased the

popularity of JavaScript for server-side web applications. On the client side,

JavaScript was traditionally implemented as an interpreted language but just-in

time compilation is now performed by recent browsers.

Java5cript was formalized in the ECMA5cript language standard and is primarily used

as part of a web browser (client-side Java5cript), enabling this

way programmatic access to objects within a host environment.

2.3.3 (55

(55 (Cascading 5tyle 5heets) is a style sheet language used for defining the style,

structure and placement of the objects in a document written in a markup language.

While most often used to style web pages and user interfaces written

in ΗΤΜΙ and ΧΗΤΜΙ, the language can be applied to any kind of ΧΜΙ document,

including p/ain ΧΜΙ, 5VG and χυι. (55 is a cornerstone specification of the web and

almost all web pages use (55 style sheets to describe their presentation.

(55 is designed primarily to enable the separation of document content from

document presentation, including elements such as the layout, colors, and fonts. This

separation can improve content accessibility, provide more fleχibility and control in



the specification of presentation characteristics, enable multiple pages to share

formatting, and reduce complexity and repetition in the structural content.

It obviates those portions of markup that would specify presentation by instead

providing that information in a separate file. For each relevant ΗΤΜL

element (identified by tags), it provides a Iist of formatting instructions.

(55 can also allow the same markup page to be presented in different styles for

different rendering methods, such as on-screen, in print, by voice and on Braille

based, tactile devices. It can also be used to allow the web page to display differently

depending on the screen size ΟΓ device on which it is being viewed. While the author

of a document typically lίnks that document to a (55 file, readers can use a different

style sheet, perhaps one on their own computer, to override the one the author has

specified.

2.4 3D Graphics ση the Web

It is clear from the previous section that web technologies offer great potential for

communicating information using a variety of presentation formats. While in the

past there was the need for the user to download one ΟΓ more separate plugins, an

additional piece of software running inside the web browser, in recent years the

advance of new standards, such as ΗΤΜL5 and C553, has make feasible the seamless

integration of traditional hypermedia with audio and video streams. Χ3Ο [4] is the

successor of VRML standard [5] and is considered the most interesting and

longstanding standard but unfortunately it is characterized by the need of installing a

separate plugin. Another standard that worth mentioning is (ΟLLΑΟΑ [6]

characterized by good compression ratio and high portability capabilities. These

formats are both ΧΜL based languages. (ΟLLΑΟΑ is appropriate to represent and

store 3Ο objects but lacks the user interaction ίπ contrast to Χ3Ο which implements

an event model for script control of scene behavior. This makes Χ3Ο ideal for public

presentation over the internet. Another powerful characteristic of Χ3Ο is the 5cene

Access Interface (5ΑI) which provides scene control from a script embedded in the

scene itself ΟΓ from an external application. Ιπ 2009, the researchers of Fraunhofer

IGD presented Χ3ΟΟΜ, an experimental open-source framework and runtime to

support the Χ3Ο elements as part of a ΗΤΜL5 ΟΟΜ tree. The Iibraries developed by

the researchers, allow the developer to visualize the 3Ο scenes with different

operating systems, devices and web browsers without requiring the installation of

additional plugins, augmenting the possibilities to access the 3Ο environments.



2.4.1 X3DOM

Χ3ΟΟΜ is an open-source framework and runtime for 3Ο graphics on the Web. Its
main advantage is the Iive Χ3Ο scene-graph integrated into the ΗΤΜL ΟΟΜ including
Χ3Ο elements as part of the ΟΟΜ tree similar to the 5VG ΗΤΜL integration. This
allows manipulating the 3Ο content by only adding, removing ΟΓ changing the
corresponding ΟΟΜ elements without the need for specific plugins ΟΓ plugin
interfaces like the X3D-specific 5ΑI. Χ3ΟΟΜ also supports (55 integration and
standard ΗΤΜL events on 3Ο objects.

It is build upon Χ3Ο because this provides interactive 3Ο graphics for the web and is
the only standardized 3Ο deployment format. However, as already said, Χ3Ο is still
bound to a plugin-based integration model and, lίke all plugin-based systems, has
two major drawbacks Firstly, the plugins are not installed by default on most systems
and secondly, plugin-based systems define an application and event model inside the
plugin, which is decoupled from the ΟΟΜ content. This way, developers who try to
develop integrated web applications that use both, the ΟΟΜ and the plugin-model,
have to deal with small plugin specific interfaces and synchronization problems.

Based on the above two drawbacks, Χ3ΟΟΜ is the best solution to integrate well
open architectures with eχisting web technologies lίke (553ΣΦάλμα! Το αρχείο

προέλευσης της αναΦοράς δεν βρέθηκε., ΗΤΜL5, Java5cript, ΟΟΜ scripting and
Ajaχ [7]. 5pecifically, it includes a ΟΟΜ based integration model for declarative (Χ)3Ο

in ΗΤΜL5 that allows the seamless integration of 3Ο contents into the ΗΤΜL

document model by utilizing standard web applications for integrating content and

interactions.

.. " ιot;.: ~
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'" ~~"
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Figure 4: Early examples of X3DOM-based application



2.4..1.1 Runtime System

The Χ3ΟΟΜ implementation is a library of Java5cript classes and functions which,
after an ΗΤΜL5 document is loaded, searches the Document Object Model (ΟΟΜ)
tree of the document for Χ3Ο elements and renders the content in an ΗΤΜL5 canvas
element using WebGL calls ΟΓ Flash Player. The overall system tries to minimize
redraws and only draws the scene anew in case the scene, viewport, and browser
page is visible, ΟΓ some scene data has changed according to (55 changes. The main
categories for updates, therefore, are per-frame, time-based trigger, scene changes,
user input, and viewport visibility.

Lίsting 2.3 shows an eχample of Χ3ΟΟΜ framework using Java5cript Lίbrary file with
its output at web page. The file is saved in .html format.

<html>
<head>

<meta t,ttp-eqlli v="X-UA-Compatible" content:="IE=edge" />
<title>My first X3DOM page</title>
<script type='text/javascript'

sn:= 'http://www . x3dom. org/download/x3dom. js' > </ script>
<link rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'

href='http://www.x3dom.org/download/x3dom.css'></link>
</head>
<body>

<hl>Hello, X3DOM!</hl>
<ρ>

This is my first html page with some 3d objects.
</ρ>

<x3d width='500px' height='400px'>
<scene>

<shape>
<appearance>

<material diffuseColor='l Ο O'></material>
</appearance>
<box></box>

</shape>
<transform translation='-3 Ο Ο'>

<shape>
<appearance>

<material diffuseColor='O 1 O'></material>
</appearance>
<cone></cone>

</shape>
</transform>
<transform translation='3 Ο Ο'>

<shape>
<appearance>

<material diffuseColor='O Ο l'></material>
</appearance>
<sphere></sphere>

</shape>
</transform>

http://www.x3dom.org/download/x3dom.js'
http://www.x3dom.org/download/x3dom.ess'%3e%3c/link


Ι </scene'
</x3d>

</body>
</html>

Listing 2.3a: Example of X3DOM framework using JavaScript

HeHo" X3DOM!
This is my first htrηl page v{h SOfile 3d oblects.

ListIng 2.3b: Output of the above code

2.4.1.2 Featur·es

• Basic

ο Using Images and Movies for Textures

ο Sounds

ο Including external Χ3Ο File

ο Using Third-Party Formats and Tools

• Animation and Interaction

ο Navigation Modes

ο Animating Objects with Routes

ο Using OnOutputChange Event



ο Interactive 3Ο Transformations

ο Picking Objects

• Lighting and Appearance

ο Lights

ο 5hadows

ο Gamma-Correct Lighting

ο Creating ΜίΓΓΟΓ Effect

• Render Performance

ο Culling Techniques

ο Refining and Loading hierarchical Data Dynamically

2.4.1.3 Browser SltppOl·t

In general, the implementation of Χ3ΟΟΜ needs an InstantReality plugin, a Flash11

plugin ΟΓ a WebGL-enabled browser, which are available for most platforms. Α

complete lίst of the browsers supporting Χ3ΟΟΜ follows.

Desktop

Mobile

Internet
Explorer

Google Chrome

Firefox

Safari

5ince ΙΕ version 11, basic WebGL support (Version 0.92)
is available, thus it can basically render Χ3ΟΟΜ content
with WebGL. For older versions, the installation of
InstantReality plugin, Flash11 ΟΓ Chrome Frame is
needed

5tarting with version 9.χ of Google Chrome, WebGL is
natively supported

Firefox supports WebGL natively

Mac only: 5afari 5.1 and never on 05 Χ (10.6 and above)
include support for WebGL

10S

SONY

Firefox

The standard 5afari browser does not yet sUPPort WebGL.
However, there are various ways to enable WebGL via third
party solutions

Sony Ericsson delivered there 2011 Xperia Phones with WebGL
support. ΒΥ doing so, Sony Ericsson support WebGL for the
default (Android) web browser and standard ΗΤΜL content

Firefox mobile for Android supports WebGL natively



Features

3.1 Autodesk 3ds ΜΑΧ

3 3D Software

MAXScript: MAXScript is a build-in scripting language that can be used to

automate repetitive tasks, combine eχisting functionality ίπ new ways, and

develop new tools and user interfaces, and much more. Plugin modules can

be created entirely within MAXScript.

Character Studio: Character Studio helps users to animate virtual characters.

The system works using a character skeleton which has a stock setting that

can be modified and customized to the fit character meshes and animation

needs.

Scene Explorer: Α tool, that provides a hierarchical view of scene data and

analysis, facilities working with more compleχ scenes. Scene Explorer has the

ability to sort, filter and search a scene by any object type ΟΓ property.

DWG import: 3ds Maχ supports both import and linking of DWG files.

Texture assignment/editing: 3ds Max offers operations for creative teχture

and planar mapping, including tiling, mirroring, decals, angle, rotate, blur, UV

stretching, relaxation, remove distortion, preserve UV and UV template

image export. The teχture workflow combines an unlimited number of

textures with support for drag-and-drop assignment and hierarchies with

thumbnails.

General Keyframing: Two keying modes-set key and auto key- offer support

for different Keyframing workflows. Fast and intuitive controls for Keyframing

- including cut, copy and paste - let the user create the animations with

ease. Animation trajectories may be viewed and edited directly ίπ the

viewport.

Constrained Animation: Objects can be animated along curves with controls

for alignment, banking, velocity, smoothness and looping along surfaces with

controls for alignment. Weight path-controlled animation between multiple

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Autodesk 3ds Maχ is a professional 3Ο computer graphics program for making 3Ο

animations, models, games and images, developed by Autodesk Media and

Entertainment. It has modeling capabilities, a fleχible plugin architecture and can be

used on the Microsoft Windows platform. It is frequently used by video game

developers, ΤV commercial studios, architectural visualization studios and the film

industry for movie effects and movie pre-visualization. Its main features are listed

below:



curves and animate the weight. Objects can be constrained to animate with

other objects in many ways - including look at, orientation in different

coordinate spaces and linking at different points in time. These constraints

also support animated weighting, between more than one target. ΑΙΙ

resulting constrained animation can be collapsed into standard Keyframes for

further editing.

• Skinning: Either the Skin ΟΓ Physique modifier may be used to achieve

precise control of skeletal deformation, so the character deforms smoothly as

joints are moved, even in the most challenging areas, such as shoulders. Skin

deformation can be controlled using direct verteχ weights, volumes of

vertices defined by envelopes, ΟΓ both.

• Skeleton and inverse kinematics: Characters can be rigged with custom

skeletons using 3ds Max bones, ΙΚ solvers, and rigging tools powered by

Motion Capture Data. ΑΙΙ animation tools can be used along with a set of

utilίties specific to bones to build rigs of any structure and with custom

controls, so animators see only the υι necessary to get their characters

animated.

• Integrated Cloth solver: 3ds Maχ software has an integrated cloth-simulation

engine that enables the user to turn almost any 3Ο object into clothing, ΟΓ

build garments from scratch. Collision solving is fast and accurate even in

complex simulations. Local simulation lets artists drape cloth in real time to

set υρ an initial clothing state before setting animation keys. C10th

simulations can be used in conjunction with other 3ds Maχ dynamic forces,

such as Space Warps.

• Integration with Autodesk Vault: Autodesk Vault plug-in, which ships with

3ds Maχ, consolidates users' 3ds Maχ assets in a single location, enabling

them to automatically track files and manage work in progress. Users can

easily and safely share, find, and reuse 3ds Maχ (and design) assets in a large

scale production ΟΓ visualization environment.

Industry Usage

Many recent films have made using 3ds Maχ, ΟΓ previous versions of the program

under previous names, such as Avatar and 2012, which contain computer generated

graphics from 3ds Maχ alongside lίνe-actίon acting. 3ds Maχ has also been used in

the development of 3Ο computer graphics for a number of video games. Moreover,

architectural and engineering design firms use 3ds Maχ for developing concept

art and revisualization. 3Ds Max shares a close resemblance with AutoCAD, and that

is why most architects use it for the finest quality of structural renderings.



3.2 Other 3υ software

Other important 3Ο graphics software are the following:

Maya

Maya is 3Ο computer graphics software that runs οπ Windows, 05 Χ and Linux. It is

used to create interactive 3Ο applications, including video games, animated film, ΤV

series, ΟΓ visual effects.

Blender

Blender is a professional free and open-source 3Ο computer graphics software

product used for creating animated films, visual effects, art, 3Ο printed models,

interactive 3Ο applications and video games. It runs οπ Microsoft Windows, Mac 05

Χ, Linux, Β5Ο, 50laris, Amiga05 4, Morph05. Blender's features include 3Ο

modeling, UV unwrapping, texturing, raster graphics editing, rigging and skinning,

fluid and smoke simulation, particle simulation, soft body

simulation, sculpting, animating, match moving, camera tracking, rendering, video

editing and compositing. Alongside the modeling features it also has an

integrated game engine.

AutoCAD

AutoCAD is software for 2Ο and 3Ο computer-aided design (CAD) and drafting.

AutoCAD is used across a wide range of industries, by architects, project managers,

engineers, designers, and other professionals.



4 Design and Itnplementation

Ιπ this chapter, there will be a comprehensive description of the application. Initially,

there wiII be described the scene data of application, and then, there will be

analyzed its designing and programming implementation. For a more integrated

understanding, there wiII be presented screenshots of the "virtual" building.

4.1 Design

The application presents one floor of the new, under construction, building of the

Electrical and Computing Engineering Department of University of Thessaly. More

specificaIIy, the ground floor of the main building, the large amphitheater and the

courtyard area were visualized. The indoor visualization has been attributed with

every detail and there have been placed aII the necessary furniture.

The ground f/oor consists of a total of seven rooms: one foyer, l0cated ίπ the main

entrance, one room, where the secretariat of the department is going to be hosted,

two amphitheaters of 80 seats each, one classroom and two toilets.

The large amphitheater is a separate building that is Iinked to the rest building

through two corridors, οπ the right and οπ the left of the secretariat room. It consists

of one main room with 260 seats for the audience and a big scene and a closed

balcony where the mixing and lighting room as well as two translation rooms are

l0cated.

Figure 5 shows the plan of the designed floor and figures 6-10 show screenshots of

3Ο model:
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Figure 5: Plan of the buίlding

Figure 6a: Screenshot of foyer

Figure 6b: : Screenshot of foyer



Figure 6c: : Screenshot of foyer

Figure 7: : Screenshot of fsecretariat

Figure 8a: Screenshot of toilet
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Figure 8b: Screenshot of toίlet

Figure 9: Screenshot of small amphitheater

Figure 10: Screenshot of large amphitheater



4.1.1 Scene D;;tta

In the application, there are used many audiovisual elements, i.e. ready images and

audio files, which have been suitable modified for covering the requirements of the

application. These files impart user for a more helpful and pleasant exploration.

• Audio Element

During the navigation, the user lίsten music from a ready player-list. If the

player-list finishes, it plays again from the beginning.

The player-list is the following:

Song Artist
Finally moving Pretty Lights

Don't worry, be happy Bob Marley

• Visual Elements

When the web page is loaded, the external side of the building is presented

in the screen. Except from this, at the edges of the screen some static images

are presented.

Figure 11: Press left mouse button

Figure 13: Press mouse wheel

Figure 15: Press keyboard button

Figure 12: Press right mouse button

Figure 14: Scroll mouse wheel



4.2 Implementation

3Ο modellng Π10άθ1 θ:ι;ροήθά ιπιο ΗΤ .-!Ι5 aUU10πng V'ebGL enabled brO\,iser
ερρllcβ ση X3Dor applica οη ,

Explorer 1'lre:01
Chrome SafariInsIanίExport

Au!OGad
3ds MB~ 2014

Figure 16: Implementation workflσw

4.2.1 3Ω Visualization

This subsection describes the implementation workfIow of the appIication, as shown

in the figure 16 below. The process started with the modeling of the buiIding,

reaiized with 3ds Maχ architecture program. Then, the result was eχported into

Χ3ΟΟΜ framework as .html fiIe. This resulting file was progressiveIy formed with

communication mechanisms with the 3Ο environment and the server back-end.

The buiIding was visuaIized at real dimensions using the program 3ds Maχ, edition
2014. The initial drawings were at .dwg form, i.e. AutoCAD files, and presented fIoor
plans, views and incisions of the under construction building. These fiIes were
imported into 3ds Maχ and 3Ο model was implemented with the method of Extrude.
The doors and the windows was provided by the library of 3ds Maχ and put with the
method of Compound Objects. The furniture at toilets are modeis from Iibraries
which were provided on the site http://3dlancer.net/en/freemodels.html, while the
trees and the pIants, which have been put indoor and outdoor, are ready 3Ο models
by 3ds Maχ Iibraries. Moreover, the equipment at the rest rooms have been
designed especially for this project using 3ds Maχ. The colors and the materiais was
created using Material Editor, while the visualization of sky was made using a Sphere

(Standard Primitives), empty internal/y, at enormous distances so as to encIose the
courtyard and the building.
The file which includes the 3Ο modei of building is a .maχ fiIe.

http://3dlancer.net/en/freemodels.html


4.2.2 \Veb3D Visu,tlizatiol1

4.2.2.1 Export 3ds Max model ίιιΙοX3DOM

After the design of the 3Ο model at 3ds Max, the .max file was exported into an

.html file so as to be uploaded at Web with the framework X3DOM. This export was

made with the use of /nstantExport.

/nstantExport is the /nstantReality Χ3Ο for 3ds Max. It exports 3ds Max models into

XML-based Χ3Ο and VRML, in its classic encoding. Also, 3ds Max models can be

exported directly into HTMLjXHTML. It should be noted that as the exporter plug-in

is stiII under development, there are still l0ts of features in 3ds Max, which yet

cannot be properly exported.

6 ~ instantexport
fr,ηιnhοfΝ IGD

rAnimelίon f Texture------,

1. r Export.Anmι:ιtiσn r ·Ι"Α(;: Ρ Optimi,,., i r U.e Full Pe!h
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Figure 17: InstantExport Realίty

4.2.2.2 ImJJleIllentαtion 0/CaJneI"a

In order to explore the virtual buίlding, there is a virtual camera, which is moving

parallel to the user-guest. The starting point of camera is l0cated in the courtyard in

"position='-15.0 2.0 60.0'" and has 'Όrίentatίοn='-0.21 0.97 0.0644 0.0"'. The

motivation of camera is defined through the Viewpoint node form and controiIed

through the options of Navigation types (see 4.2.2.3). For example, choosing the

Navigation type flReturn&Walk" the camera returns parallel to the ground and

picking mouseLeft ΟΓ mouseRight the camera moves forward ΟΓ backwards

respectively.



Figure 18: Starting ροίηι of camera

4.2.2.3 Irrιp/ementationoj'Navigation

The rendering of virtual content inside a graphics pipeline ultimately is the
orthographical ΟΓ perspective projection of 3Ο geometry onto a 2Ο plane. The
parameters for this projection are usually defined by some form of virtual camera.
Any changes to the camera position ΟΓ orientation, as well as changes at the
perspective bias are leading to changes of the projection and view. The interactive
manipulation of these camera parameters is called navigation. The built-in
navigation functionality allows creating dynamic 3Ο scenarios and is very efficiently
implemented not only internally but also eχternally.

Ιπ the thesis, the navigation types which have been defined are shown ίπ the
following boχ:

Naνigation type Description
Any allows the user to switch freely between

all available modes
Return&Walk return the camera parallel to the ground

and allows the user to walk indoor and
outdoor

Fly suitable for flying mode

Helicopter suitable for flying higherjlower above
the building and eχamine

Navigate allows the user to pick a point of interest
which the system will focus οπ



The basic type of navigation is set as the Navigation/njo node's "type" field
«navigation/njo type= "'walk" "any'" id="navType "></navigation/njo».

The navigation is handled by the $ (document).ready(junctian(){} function that
changes the modes and refreshes the scene.

For every Navigation type a corresponding script eχists, e.g. for "Return&Walk" type
the script is presented in listing below:

"name ": "Return& Wa/k'',
"aρtion": "wa/k",
"shortcut": "w",
"mouseLeft": "Move forward",
"mouseRight": "Move backward"

4.2.2.4 Implementation 0/Ligllting

The lighting is achieved by four light sources. These light sources are directional Iights

which mean that their light rays are parallel.

More specifically, the directions of light sources are (Ο 8 Ο), (Ο -1 Ο), (0.70.2 -0.5), (0.7 -0.2

0.5). The Iight sources at (0.70.2 -0.5) and (0.7 -0.2 0.5) have intensity '0.85' and '0.6' and

c%r Ί 11' Ί 10.8', respectively.

They are defined as following:

<directiona/Light direction="O 8 Ο" x/directionalLight>

<directiona/Light direction="O -1 Ο" x/directiona/Light>

<directiona/Light direction=' 0.70.2 -0.5' intensity='O.85' c%r='1 11 'x/directiona/Light>

<directiona/Light direction='-O. 7 -0.20.5' intensity= 'Ο. 6' c%r='1 1 0.8'x/directiona/Light>

4.2.2.5 lmplementatioιl 0/DOM Events & AIlimation

The ΟΟΜ specification (Document Object Model) defines a standard for accessing
ΗΤΜΙ (Hyperteχt Markup Language) and well formed ΧΜΙ documents. Anything
found in an ΧΜΙ ΟΓ ΗΤΜΙ document can be accessed, changed, removed, ΟΓ added
programmatically by means of a tree structure defined by the DOM. The ΟΟΜ Level
2 specification includes a module defining a generic event system that describes



event flow through a tree structure, and provides basic contextual information for
each event, whereas in this project we mainly use υι events.

uι Events: Generated by user interactions through an external device like a mouse
and a keyboard. Depending on the desired action, for instance rotating an object in
the scene, mouse dragging is recognized and the scene adapted and rendered
accordingly.

The scene is manipulated through different event types as described below:

C1ick When a pointing device is clicked over an element. The click
event is defined as a mousedown event immediately followed
by a mouseup event over the same locatίon. C1icking mouse is
either mouseLeft ΟΓ mouseRight ΟΓ mouseWheelScroll

MouseLeft When the left button of mouse is pressed, the camera moves
according to the Navigation type, for example moving forward

MouseRight When the left button of mouse is pressed, the camera moves
according to the Navigation type, for example moving
backwards

MouseWheelScroll When the middle button of mouse is pressed, the camera
zooms in ΟΓ out

Keypress When a key is pressed (e.g. the numbers 6, 7, 8, 9), the camera
moves according to the Navigation type, for example moving
higher

The function showModeDetails (mode) {} is responsible for the handling of all those

events.

The animation of the door was based on the technique 'Ήίdίng and switching visible

nodes". In this technique, a Switch node that belongs to the grouping nodes is

defined. While the Switch node may have many children nodes, just one can be

displayed at a time. The Switch node has the attribute whichChoice to choose the

currently visible node. The Switch node is called 'ΌΡΕΝ ΤΗΕ DOOR!!!" and identified

by ascending numbers starting at ο. The minimum value is called "close-door" (which

is the starting value) and the maximum value is called 'ΌΡen-dοοr". The user selects

to open ΟΓ close the door via a slider. Values are passed via ROUTEs to the children,

even when they are not visible, to keep the whole scene synchronous.

This functionality is handled by changeVisibleNode(node/d) {} function.

The 3DVisibilityEvent fires whenever the visibility of the events changes.
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5 User Interaction

The tour around the "νirtua/" building is made through a user interface which allows

the user to naνigate through the building using the keyboard and the mouse. More

specifically, the guest of the "νirtual" building has the opportunity to explore indoor

and outdoor areas using different naνigation modes, along with the motion of

camera.

At the beginning of application, i.e. by accessing the web page, the external side of

the "νirtual" building, where the main entrance is l0cated, is displayed. In addition, a

menu with the different modes that the user can select for the naνigation and other

options are shown along with some directions. Α/Ι the interactiνe options are lίsted

and explained below.

• Interactiνe camera. The options of interactiνe camera are displayed at the

right of the screen.

1. Return & Walk

This mode is actiνated by pressing the "w" key.

Mode: Return&Walk Υ Shortαrt;"----_.--"""-

Operation Mouse
button

Moνe Left
forward

Moνe Right
backward

Μονε

torwarD

~._Move
~ backWaτd

(a)
Figure 19: Description of mode "Return&Walk"

(b)

Return the camera parallel to the ground pressing "w" and left click at

mouse and then walk indoor and outdoor.

Note: It is not recommended to tour around long distances.

2. Fly

This mode is actiνated by pressing the "f" key. Fly to see the building.



.:. Choosing he/icopter modeJ cameraJs position moves above the

building as shown ίπ the figure below.

3. Helicopter

Activate this mode by pressing the "h" key and gives the opportunity

to the user to see the building from above and fly at his desired

height.

" 'shortcιιt:

(b)

MOde:!HeJiccpter
h

(a)
Figure 20: Description of mode "Fiy"

Operation Mouse
button

Move Left
forward
Move Right

backward

Operation Mouse Keγ

button

Move Left
forward
Move - 6
higher

Move l0wer - 7

Look - 8
downward

Look - 9
upwards

(a) (b)
Figure 21: DescrIptIon of mode 'ΉelίCΟΡter"



Figure 22: Choosing mode ''Helίcopter''. camera moves at the position as shown ίη the figure 7

4. Navigate

This mode is activated by pressing the "Ι" key and offers the user the

ability to navigate indoor and outdoor of the building.

Mone; Ι .avigate

Ι

• Ι Shor!cut:

Operation Mouse
button

Move ίπ Left

Move out Right
(a)

Figure 23: Description of mode "Navigate"

(b)

Note: Ιπ case the camera is not parallel to the ground, choose "return and

walk" mode pressing "w" and then continue with the latest mode for

short distances ΟΓ return to "navigate" mode for long distances.



• Non-interactive camera

Non·inter.acfive camera movement

Resεt vJew Show all

Operation Key
Reset view r

Showall a

The options of non-interactive camera are displayed at the bottom of the

screen.

(a) (b)
Figure 24: De5cription of the option "r" and "a" of non-interactive camera

Reset View: Reset at the starting point (front of the main entrance)

Show all: See how the building is presented ίπ the space

The user can open/close the door moving the slide bar from the "close-door"

option to the 'Όρen-dοοr"option, and inversely.

The options of open/close the door are displayed at the bottom of the screen

• Open/C1ose the door

ΟΡΕΝ ΤΗΕ DOOR!!!
Ι::

close-door<..!-...L.._"~_. open-door

Figure 25: De5cription of door's movement



6 Conclusion & Future Work

In this thesis, we developed in virtual 3Ο reality the under construction building of

the Electrical and Computing Engineering Department of University of Thessaly and

by using Web technologies we made it available to a wider audience. The user has

the ability to interact with the application and naνigate through the building. The

modeling of the building was made with the 3dsMax program while νarious Web

technologies, such as ΗΤΜL5, Java5cript and C55, together with the Χ3ΟΟΜ

framework were used in the implementation of the Web application.

The application is available online at web address:
http://inf-server.inf.uth.grI~eνevage 11code. htm Ι

The building of the department consists of four (4) floors totally. In this thesis only

the ground floor, the main amphitheater and the courtyard were νisualized. The

integration of the rest of the floors in the νirtual building would be an interesting

future work. Moreover, the application is implemented only for computers and

laptops since the navigation modes require a mouse and/or a keyboard. 50, a

challenging task would be to create a νersion of the application for tablets and smart

phones. This could be achieνed with the use of some extra ΟΟΜ Eνents, which are

called 3Ο PickEνents, and allow navigation by touching the screen.

http://inf-server.inf.uth.gr/~evevagel/code.html
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